
 
     

     

 

To: FN-OMB-IntellectualProperty 

Subject: RE Memorandum 
Date: Wednesday, March 24, 2010 1:46:47 PM 
Attachments: A BRIEF MEMORNDUM ON THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.doc 

Dear Ms. Espinel:
 
It is my great blessing and pleasure to submit my Memorandum for publication.
 
Thanks and God bless.
 

Carl B. Adams-Minister
 
810 E. 43rd
 
Houston, TX 77022
 
(&13) 742-8964
 

 

mailto:IntellectualProperty@omb.eop.gov

A BRIEF MEMORNDUM ON THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S LANDMARK EFFORT TO DEVELOPE AN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ENHANCEMENT STRATEGY

March 23, 2010


This memorandum is humbly and respectively submitted in the hope that it will help to accomplish the effort of the Government.


On the bases of having been a victim of violation of the Amended copyright Act of 1976.

It is humbly, sincerely and fervently prayed that, this information will not be precluded, from the public because it is both vital and essential to restoration from the sorry doomsday plight path that the entire world population is on toward total destruction of all human life and earth which is explained as follows:


Citing House Report NO. 91476, subsection(a) of section 114 it specified that exclusive right of the owner of copyright in a sound recording are limited to the rights to reproduce the sound recordings in copies based on the copyrighted sound recording, or prepare derivative copies of works based on the copyrighted sound recording and to distribute copies to the public

My exclusive rights were violated by AOL Radio and CBS Radio


In a certified letter to them dated, July 16, 2009 they were informed that they are just like a thief who steals something, but don’t know what he has stolen,, sticks it into a bag, and when he reaches into the bag to see what he has stolen, gets bitten by a rattle snake


I informed that I am the recipient of, GOD’S ALL ENCOMPASSING LAW OF THE UNIVERSE.

Said God’s law indisputably, shows by the very laws of physics, the living proof of existence of God and Jesus the Christ, even though we must not look upon God in your flesh because you will surely die


AOL Radio listed itself as publisher of my registered copyrighted CD titled, “JESUS IS THE CONQUERR”.


On December 29, 2009, an unsigned e mail was received from AOL Inc. Their e mail stated, “We are responding on behalf of AOL Inc. We received your letter by facsimile regarding your claim of AOL Radio and CBS Radio are infringing your registered  CD. AOL responds expeditiously in response to notices that are submitted to AOL that are in compliance with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“the DMCA”).


In compliance with(“the DMCA”), their form was filled out on two occasions to which no response was received to date.


They were informed of actual damages in the amount of 37 million dollars, the cost of which they had infringed my registered copyrighted CD. which  is an integral, and cannot be separated from more than 20 books, a compilation which is the historical path that led to the “DISCOVERY OF AGES”, by far, the most significant of all World Wonders, which is the revelation of said God’ law, a completed 20 year research project.


Citing 103 Supreme court Reporter at 462 U.S. 531, the S. Ct. reported on the legal right to remedy and the calculation of damages.

Citing Jackson vs. U.S., 12 Ct. Cl .363 (1987) the Court of Claims Ruled in Key 196 that, “where definite proof is viable that profits would have been realized and basis is available for their reasonable estimation, damages for lost profits re recoverable in claims court”.

AOL Radio and CBS Radio .have not as yet  responded and are clearly and simply in violation of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 8(d) failure to deny, which is to admit..

AOL Radio and CBS Radio have under Federal law, Intervened and Interrupted, and violated my exclusive right under the Amended Copyright Act of 1976, to make first publication of my sound recording.

Their General counsel is legally defined as a Tribunal, an Officer of the Court. Authorized to Adjudicate claims

Citing the Supreme Court of the United States in Davis v. Passman, 442 U.S. 227, who wrote on the deprivation of the 5th Constitutional Amendment of which AOL Radio an CBS Radio have violated in the exclusive right as mentioned herein.


In addition ,the actions by .AOL Radio and CBS Radio when under scrutiny according to the opinion of Mr. Justice Black at P 246 in the case of Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. vs, Hartford-Empire as cited below, have violated the 5th amendment rights of all the people who have a Constitutional right to be free from conditions the they live under, crime that soars from the local level, to the White House.


AOL Radio and CBS Radio have violated God’s great law as mentioned herein, .thereby causing rash earthquakes, catastrophic storms, shifting of the axis of earth, conflict with timing of planets that orbit the sun, wayward asteroids, killing of innocent infants teens and adults, terror murders, economic crises, disease and death.

Citing the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. vs. Hartford-Empire Co. 322 U.S. 238, the leading case used by the advisory committee to define “fraud upon the court”.


AOL Radio and CBS Radio have perpetrated “fraud upon the court”


AOL Radio and CBS Radio have blocked bringing  to the people and nations on an International Broadcast Series, the compilation of more than 20 books and CD all of which are to promulgate, proclaim and declare God’s great law in order that will be saved from total destruction of all human life and the earth.

Among the  works are, DEFINATE PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF GOD”, which shows that no human being no matter what  their title, social status or rank, God is in control.


To demonstrate this valid point, the very next time you feel a need to eat food or take a drink of water, or breath the air again, just tell your body STOP!!! don’t do that again, and see what happens.


The very next time you feel a need to take a bowel movement, tell your bowels STOP!!! don’t do that again, that you are in control and see what happens.

Or, if anyone thinks they have control and power to override God’s law, of gravity to prove such, just jump off of the highest building and see what happens.. No human being can create air, water, gravity, or a single seed from which all the food that they eat comes., nor create any of the materials that they use to make the many things that they do.


You may be rich, own jet air planes, large ships or sky scrappers, but God so designed our human bodies according to his exact and actual laws of physics that he alone crated according to the absolute formula of life which governs time, the elements, all life forms, the sun, heavenly bodies and functions all cording to his divine plan.

Ultimately, one will find in said works that ignorance of the law is no excuse. One who practices, teaches, or advocates to law, must take the time to learn the origin of the law, failing to do so, has brought humanity to the point of our doomsday plight of which no political process can ever hope to resolve except by obedience to God’s law as mentioned herein.


The Copyright Judges or other judges must order payment of the amount sought to prevent said destruction.


Failure to provide this memorandum to the public will defeat the purpose of the Government effort/strategy and increase the completion of our path on our doomsday plight.


This Memorandum will be brought to the world population via advertisements Internationally.


Visit my web site at, http://www.carlbadamsministries.org.

Respectively submitted by,


_________________________

CARL B. ADAMS-MINISTER

COPYRIGHT OWNER


President,


Adams-Gipson Music


Legal Professional


Researcher/Historian


810 E. 43rd

Houston, TX 77022


(713) 742-8964


carl_adams@att.net
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A BRIEF MEMORNDUM ON THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S LANDMARK
 
EFFORT TO DEVELOPE AN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ENHANCEMENT
 

STRATEGY
 
March 23, 2010 

This memorandum is humbly and respectively submitted in the hope that it will help to 
accomplish the effort of the Government. 
On the bases of having been a victim of violation of the Amended copyright Act of 1976. 
It is humbly, sincerely and fervently prayed that, this information will not be precluded, 
from the public because it is both vital and essential to restoration from the sorry 
doomsday plight path that the entire world population is on toward total destruction of all 
human life and earth which is explained as follows: 
Citing House Report NO. 91476, subsection(a) of section 114 it specified that exclusive 
right of the owner of copyright in a sound recording are limited to the rights to reproduce 
the sound recordings in copies based on the copyrighted sound recording, or prepare 
derivative copies of works based on the copyrighted sound recording and to distribute 
copies to the public 
My exclusive rights were violated by AOL Radio and CBS Radio 
In a certified letter to them dated, July 16, 2009 they were informed that they are just like 
a thief who steals something, but don’t know what he has stolen,, sticks it into a bag, and 
when he reaches into the bag to see what he has stolen, gets bitten by a rattle snake 
I informed that I am the recipient of, GOD’S ALL ENCOMPASSING LAW OF THE 
UNIVERSE. 
Said God’s law indisputably, shows by the very laws of physics, the living proof of 
existence of God and Jesus the Christ, even though we must not look upon God in your 
flesh because you will surely die 
AOL Radio listed itself as publisher of my registered copyrighted CD titled, “JESUS IS 
THE CONQUERR”. 
On December 29, 2009, an unsigned e mail was received from AOL Inc. Their e mail 
stated, “We are responding on behalf of AOL Inc. We received your letter by facsimile 
regarding your claim of AOL Radio and CBS Radio are infringing your registered  CD. 
AOL responds expeditiously in response to notices that are submitted to AOL that are in 
compliance with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“the DMCA”). 
In compliance with(“the DMCA”), their form was filled out on two occasions to which 
no response was received to date. 
They were informed of actual damages in the amount of 37 million dollars, the cost of 
which they had infringed my registered copyrighted CD. which is an integral, and cannot 
be separated from more than 20 books, a compilation which is the historical path that led 
to the “DISCOVERY OF AGES”, by far, the most significant of all World Wonders, 
which is the revelation of said God’ law, a completed 20 year research project. 
Citing 103 Supreme court Reporter at 462 U.S. 531, the S. Ct. reported on the legal right 
to remedy and the calculation of damages. 
Citing Jackson vs. U.S., 12 Ct. Cl .363 (1987) the Court of Claims Ruled in Key 196 that, 
“where definite proof is viable that profits would have been realized and basis is available 
for their reasonable estimation, damages for lost profits re recoverable in claims court”. 



  

    
   

    
 

 
  

 

  
   

   

     
  

 
   

    
 

 
 

  
  

 

   
 

  
 

 
 

  
  

 
    

    
   

 
    

 
 

 
 

   
   
 

 

AOL Radio and CBS Radio .have not as yet responded and are clearly and simply in 
violation of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 8(d) failure to deny, which is to admit.. 
AOL Radio and CBS Radio have under Federal law, Intervened and Interrupted, and 
violated my exclusive right under the Amended Copyright Act of 1976, to make first 
publication of my sound recording. 
Their General counsel is legally defined as a Tribunal, an Officer of the Court. 
Authorized to Adjudicate claims 
Citing the Supreme Court of the United States in Davis v. Passman, 442 U.S. 227, who 
wrote on the deprivation of the 5th Constitutional Amendment of which AOL Radio an 
CBS Radio have violated in the exclusive right as mentioned herein. 
In addition ,the actions by .AOL Radio and CBS Radio when under scrutiny according to 
the opinion of Mr. Justice Black at P 246 in the case of Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. vs, 
Hartford-Empire as cited below, have violated the 5th amendment rights of all the people 
who have a Constitutional right to be free from conditions the they live under, crime that 
soars from the local level, to the White House. 
AOL Radio and CBS Radio have violated God’s great law as mentioned herein, .thereby 
causing rash earthquakes, catastrophic storms, shifting of the axis of earth, conflict with 
timing of planets that orbit the sun, wayward asteroids, killing of innocent infants teens 
and adults, terror murders, economic crises, disease and death. 
Citing the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. vs. 
Hartford-Empire Co. 322 U.S. 238, the leading case used by the advisory committee to 
define “fraud upon the court”. 
AOL Radio and CBS Radio have perpetrated “fraud upon the court” 
AOL Radio and CBS Radio have blocked bringing  to the people and nations on an 
International Broadcast Series, the compilation of more than 20 books and CD all of 
which are to promulgate, proclaim and declare God’s great law in order that will be saved 
from total destruction of all human life and the earth. 
Among the  works are, DEFINATE PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF GOD”, which 
shows that no human being no matter what  their title, social status or rank, God is in 
control. 
To demonstrate this valid point, the very next time you feel a need to eat food or take a 
drink of water, or breath the air again, just tell your body STOP!!! don’t do that again, 
and see what happens. 
The very next time you feel a need to take a bowel movement, tell your bowels STOP!!! 
don’t do that again, that you are in control and see what happens. 
Or, if anyone thinks they have control and power to override God’s law, of gravity to 
prove such, just jump off of the highest building and see what happens.. No human being 
can create air, water, gravity, or a single seed from which all the food that they eat 
comes., nor create any of the materials that they use to make the many things that they 
do. 
You may be rich, own jet air planes, large ships or sky scrappers, but God so designed 
our human bodies according to his exact and actual laws of physics that he alone crated 
according to the absolute formula of life which governs time, the elements, all life forms, 
the sun, heavenly bodies and functions all cording to his divine plan. 
Ultimately, one will find in said works that ignorance of the law is no excuse. One who 
practices, teaches, or advocates to law, must take the time to learn the origin of the law, 
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failing to do so, has brought humanity to the point of our doomsday plight of which no 

political process can ever hope to resolve except by obedience to God’s law as mentioned
 
herein.
 
The Copyright Judges or other judges must order payment of the amount sought to 

prevent said destruction.
 
Failure to provide this memorandum to the public will defeat the purpose of the
 
Government effort/strategy and increase the completion of our path on our doomsday
 
plight.
 
This Memorandum will be brought to the world population via advertisements
 
Internationally.
 
Visit my web site at, http://www.carlbadamsministries.org.
 
Respectively submitted by,
 

CARL B. ADAMS-MINISTER 
COPYRIGHT OWNER 
President, 
Adams-Gipson Music 
Legal Professional 
Researcher/Historian 
810 E. 43rd 

Houston, TX 77022 
(713) 742-8964 
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